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With Scratch, you can program your own interactive stories, games, and 
animations — and share your creations with others in the online 
community. 
Scratch helps young people learn to think creatively, reason systematically, 
and work collaboratively — essential skills for life in the 21st century. It sets 
out to give the young students experience in beginning to code, working in 
teams, making creative solutions to problems, and understand fluency in 
mathematics through the creative and building aspects of drop and drag 
development.

Devika is a collaboration of technology start-ups with global and social 
ambitions- https://devika.com.au.

Have you ever watched a wildlife documentary and wondered how they put it 
all together? Wildlife documentaries have been made since the earliest days 
of film and television and there is a lot of precise planning and editing that 
makes them so effective.

Students in this workshop will analyse the techniques used in wildlife 
documentaries. They will then work in groups to plan, film and edit their own 
short documentaries about a randomly-assigned subject.

Students will need to bring their own camera/iPad/device, along with its USB 
connector to upload videos to university computers. David Attenborough 
impressions are welcome, but not required!

Have you ever wanted to explore the world of the Ancient Egyptians? Come 
on an adventure down the Nile and explore Ancient Egypt’s fascinating 
pyramids, powerful Pharaohs, rich culture, intriguing traditions and society 
to see what life was like in Ancient Egypt. 

Learn hieroglyphics, about the gods and goddesses, the beliefs of the 
Ancient Egyptians and what they believed happened in the afterlife, the 
mummification process and the role amulets and keepsakes played. 

In this workshop, students will be immersed in the Ancient Egyptian culture, 
make their own pyramid and learn about all things Egyptian.

Want to start programming games? Kodu is a simple visual programming 
language. All what is required is a vivid imagination and you’re on your way to 
creating an immersive 3D world.

Programming games with Kodu means you avoid typing code and all your 
games are executed in a 3D environment. You design the rules of your games, 
the characters and the environments. All this is done visually by dragging 
items around the screen and placing them where you like. Then you tell the 
character where to go and what to do. Once you’ve created your masterpiece, 
you can share your game with your family and friends. 

Bring your own USB to save your work.

Coding With Scratch

Presenters: ‘Devika’

On the Wild Side

Presenter: David Wassink

Exploring Ancient Egypt

Presenter: Maria Matic

Kodu Video Game Lab

Presenter: Serge Ambrosi

Genie-In-Us

Presenter: Dr. Patty Rose

YEARS 3 & 4 WORKSHOPS

Do you often dream about the fantastic beasts and mythical creatures that 
may well live among us? If so, this workshop gives you the opportunity to 
create your own!
 
This is a hands-on workshop where you will use your imagination and 
creative skills to design, draw and sculpt your very own mythical creature. 
You will learn about the process of creating imaginary creatures, combining 
animal science with artistic imagination, whilst developing your artistic 
skills.
 
You will get the opportunity to present your work in an exhibition at the end 
of the day and take your creations home! 

Fantastic Beasts & How to Create Your Own

Presenter: Shelley Webster
Is your genie from Genius ready to play?  The great news is that everybody 
can think and everybody can solve problems.  So you are already qualified for 
this funshop! 

If you have a bright imagination and like to make things then come and 
release your very own genie-in-us by using the magic of creative and critical 
thinking to solve mysteries and grant three wishes. 

Using some fun techniques we will be learning some brainstorming 
strategies, ways to think on the spot and work together to design and make 
fantastical creatures to feature in our own imaginative World (like Pok-e-
mon meets Minecraft) where anything is possible and winning is by helping 
others.  

¡Hola amigos! Did you know that many children around the world speak more 
than one language? Wouldn’t you like to be one of those lucky children? 

In ‘Let’s speak Spanish’ you will learn much more than just new words - you will 
discover a whole new world. We will use songs, games, dance, art and drama to 
introduce you to Spanish culture and also begin you on the journey of learning 
the beautiful Spanish language. 

Amongst our experiences in this workshop, you will have the chance to re-create 
the hilarious antics of Don Quixote; and experience the colour and energy of the 
music and dance known as flamenco!  This workshop is designed for children 
who are new to the Spanish language, so everybody is welcome. 

Hola! Welcome to the World of Spanish

Presenter: Sara Del Rio Garcia

Do you enjoy Art and Mathematics or coding?  In this workshop, you will 
design a beautiful artwork using code in just two days.  

Let’s get creative, and learn to code at the same time, so that at the end of the 
workshop you can say “I programmed this masterpiece!”.

Learn about functional coding, loops, conditional statements, data types and 
many more coding concepts. Give yourself the skills to succeed in the 21st 
century while creating something amazing at the same time. 

Painting with Code

Presenter: Alanna Vial



The past isn’t gone: it’s traces are all around us. If this peaks your interest, 
this workshop is for you! 

Source analysis, teamwork and practical archaeological skills are the basis 
of this workshop. Encounter ancient artefacts and participate in a mock 
excavation. Over two days you’ll become a competent amateur archaeologist 
who is able to offer amazing insights into ancient civilisations.

Digging up the Past: Archaeology Skills & 

Source Interpretation

Presenter: Courtney Mitchell

YEARS 5 & 6 WORKSHOPS

Coding With Touch

Presenters: ‘Devika’

Creative Coding Through  Games And Apps is a first semester introduction to 
computer science course built with Touch Develop. 

Touch Develop helps young people learn to think creatively, reason 
systematically, and work collaboratively — essential skills for life in the 21st 
century. 
It sets out to give the young students experience in beginning to code, working 
in teams, making creative solutions to problems, and understand fluency 
in mathematics through the creative and building aspects of drop and drag 
development.

Have you ever wondered how we are able to play lovely songs on our musical 
instruments? Also have you ever thought that Mathematics plays a BIG role in 
this?  You will explore this secret in this two day workshop through some fun 
activities and games. 

You will learn the relation of musical scales and rhythms with the help of 
fractions and will put them to action with some hands on activities. You will 
then put the knowledge of fractions in scales and rhythms together to build 
your own musical instrument. This will be a great opportunity to see how you 
finally play some popular songs on our own instrument and amaze everyone. 

No previous musical knowledge is required for this, but this workshop may 
bring out a little Mozart or Beethoven hidden in you.

Musical Mathematics

Presenter: Deepti Vinod Panicker

Create & Publish a Digital Book

Presenter: Judith Radin

Calling all young authors! Got a great idea for a story with groovy words and 
pictures? Want to share it with the world? Then come with us and learn how 
to turn it into a stunning digital book. 

Step-by-step, we will show you how to arrange your original text and hand-
drawn illustrations using ePub software and then upload your new eBook to 
the cloud. 

Friends and family members will be able to download it to iBooks and read it 
on their iPad, iPod or iPhone. 

Welcome to Hogwarts

Presenter:Helen Dudeney

Professor Dumbledore and the other professors at Hogwarts invite you to 
spend two days with us taking part in a wide variety of Special Lessons. You 
are welcome to come dressed as your favourite student.

We will visit Diagon Alley to collect our wizarding materials and get sorted 
by the sorting hat into your house (not necessarily the house you expect – the 
sorting hat knows best!). There will be classes in Transfiguration, Potions & 
Charms and herbology. The trivia challenge will give you a chance to impress 
us with your knowledge of Harry Potter (1st Book /Movie). All you need is 
your imagination, your creativity, your great ideas and to be prepared for fun 
and excitement.

Learning by doing.  During this workshop, participants will be involved in a 
number of practical activities.  We will apply the concepts of mechanics to 
understand human movement and some of the different ways to measure 
human movement.  We will investigate the who, what, why and how of 
physical performance.

The concepts explored will include: balance and stability, laws of motion, 
friction, rebound, swimming and floating, projecting objects, walking and 
running and a variety of sports skills analysis.

Participants will also be challenged to consider complications that may 
threaten efficient motion, how to identify these and how they happen.

The Body in Motion: Biomechanics

Presenter: Diane Harland

While walking on the beach or hiking in the mountains, have you ever picked 
up a rock and wondered what it was made from and where it came from? Well 
now it’s your chance to find out!  

“Rock On” is an interactive workshop where students will get the chance to 
explore the amazing world of rocks. You will get the chance to explore the 
dynamics of the physical environment and learn about processes that shape 
our planet. Processes like plate tectonics, earthquakes and volcanoes have 
occurred over millions of years, and yet we still find traces of them around us. 

If you would like to find out more then all you need to do is just rock up.

Rock On

Presenter: Kirti Lal

A fabulous introduction to a literary giant. 

Learn about the man, his place in time and how he still influences our daily 
communication hundreds of years after his death. In this fun workshop you 
will read the simplified versions of some of his well known plays as well as 
learn the style of a sonnet and create one of your own. 

By the end of this workshop you will be able to  draw a simple classic 
representation of Shakespeare.

Simple Shakespeare

Presenter: Valerie Mann

Learn the secrets of SPEED MATHEMATICS. 

You will amaze yourself, family and friends when you discover the world of 
mentally multiplying very large numbers faster than you could tap the digits 
into a calculator. You will learn to recognise patterns and increase your speed 
and accuracy.

This workshop will promote your confidence, offer you a real understanding 
of numbers, increase your mental agility & intelligence and most importantly, 
sharpen your mind! Bring your calculator along to CHECK your calculations 
but NOT to actually DO your calculations.

Momentum Mathematics

Presenter: Liza Booth


